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The popularity of self-balancing vehicles in modern times is rising as the price of consumer 
electronics is on a steady decline. Consumers have more access to smarter electronics and 
mechatronics devices. Self-Balancing vehicles have become an exciting new method of human 
transport that have the potential to redefine the way we traverse our cities. This document 
will outline the research, design, construction, implementation and analysis that has been 
undertaken to develop from the ground up, a scaled down version of a self-balancing vehicle. 
The two wheeled self-balancing robot discussed in this project will take advantage of National 
Instruments myRIO-1900 embedded hardware device and will utilize the Field Programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA) embedded hardware along with PID feedback control loops to achieve 
stabilization in this inherently unstable system. The final section of this document details the 
techniques used to achieve this objective and suggests future works for the project that would 
enable future students to take advantage of this new student engineering asset.  
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In recent years the popularity of self balancing vehicles has increased due to the influence of 
innovations such as Segway PT [1]. Manufacturers are taking advantage of the affordability 
and compactness of modern sensor technology, the efficiency of modern electric motors and 
advancing battery technologies to create some new products that some see as technology that 
will redefine transportation in our cities [2]. Balancing robots are not a new technology, and 
the fundamental control techniques that enable them to exist have been taught in linear 
feedback control engineering theory since the 1950’s [3]. Only in recent times with advances in 
cost, efficiency and size of technologies have balancing vehicles become practical for human 
transportation.  
This project will look at developing a scaled down version of a two-wheeled balancing robot 
from physical construction, development of software and control techniques using the 
National Instruments myRIO-1900 as the robot’s data acquisition and processing controller. A 
number of feedback techniques will be used to control the robot’s stability and absolute 
positioning which will communicate through the NI myRIO’s FPGA module. Control of the 
motors will also communicate through the FPGA module with the overall goal of reducing the 
response time of the system by reducing the time between acquiring, processing information 
and communicating variations to drive the system. The major goal of this project was to 
develop a balancing robot using a well-researched and justified approach to hardware 
selection choices and then have that robot then stabilised using PID control loops so the 
system will behave appropriately to disturbances and return to its original position. Enabling 
the robot to then manoeuvre around on commands sent by the operator is considered a 
secondary objective. 
This project was also chosen to demonstrate some of the capabilities of the NI myRIO 
embedded hardware device and encourage future students to work on projects associated 
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with the myRIO, including this one. This project is intended to have many opportunities for 
improvement as it provides good foundations for many other projects in areas such as 
surveillance, automation, and linear and non-linear feedback control theory. 
3.1 Document Structure 
This report will follow a chronological style, first discussing some of the research that is 
relevant for a better understanding in the technical detail of the project. Then the hardware 
selection methodology will be discussed in detail with reference to reviewed literature and 
important design decisions. Hardware testing and modifications are then briefly discussed 
before moving onto the software design methodology and testing of the completed physical 
assembly with implemented feedback control loops. An analysis of the test results and some 
software modifications are then carried out before summarizing the works completed within 
the project and suggesting some future improvements. 
  
Chapter 1
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4 Literature Review 
This section of the report will present the relevant background research for the project. The 
research will aim to provide the reader with the essential context to the project to ensure that 
the fundamental concepts of various elements within the project are easily understood. This 
section will provide detailed understanding of the critical mechanisms required for self-
balancing machines along with operating principles of much of the hardware used within this 
project with the purpose of assisting the reader to better comprehend the project scope. 
4.1 Self-balancing Machines 
Self-balancing machines refer to the type of machine that when uncontrolled are inherently 
unstable. The common trait amongst all self-balancing robots or vehicles is the lack of 
stabilizing supports or wheels which causes the system to pivot around some axis which above 
lies the machine’s center of mass. A visualization of this can be seen in Figure 1, which is a 
basic diagram of the side profile of a typical wheeled self-balancing machine. It can be seen 
that the center of mass of the body is located above the pivot point and because of this design 
the machine is categorized as an unstable system where tiny disturbances will inevitably cause 
the body to accelerate away from the reference angle θ and towards the ground. The angle θ 
is the angle that the system theoretically becomes balanced above the pivot point. In practice, 
balancing the machine at this angle is impossible due to the inability to avoid real world 
disturbances. 




Figure 1: Basic Inverted Pendulum 
In control engineering this type of system is called an inverted pendulum, where in the 
controlled state, the center of mass is positioned directly above the pivoting axis. This type of 
system is nonlinear, however it still remains useful for demonstrating practices such as the 
stabilization of inherently unstable systems with linear control concepts. There are two states 
of equilibrium with this type of system [4]; a stable state in which the body and center of mass 
are positioned beneath the pivot axis and an unstable state with the pendulum arm now a 
further 180 degrees, directing upward. In the stable state without control, gravity ensures the 
system will predictively return to the same natural position with the pendulum arm pointing 
downwards. The other state refers to when the pendulum arm is pointing directly upward. In 
this state the system is unstable and will only remain pointing upward with the assistance of a 
governing force [4]. Achieving stability in this unstable state is the objective of inverted 
pendulum control. To stabilize an inverted pendulum, the pendulum arm should be balanced 
by shifting the position of the pivot point to be underneath the center of mass of the body. 
Depending on the physical setup of the inverted pendulum this can be achieved in various 
ways. The schematic in Figure 1 shows a wheeled pendulum where the pivot point can be 
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manipulated by applying torque to the wheels in the direction of the acceleration of the center 
of mass. To determine the position of the center of mass or the angle of the pendulum arm 
with respect to the reference angle θ, the system requires some form of feedback 
measurement. Feedback for an inverted pendulum is not limited to any particular form. 
However, common mechanisms for feedback control of an inverted pendulum are gyroscopic 
and accelerometer sensors or encoders [5].  
 
4.1.1 Segway PT 
Self-balancing machines have become more popular in recent years due to innovative products 
such as the Segway Personal Transporter (PT) [6]. The Segway PT was unveiled in December of 
2001 on an American talk show before going on sale to the public in November of 2002 [6]. 
This marked the first publicly available sale of a self-balancing vehicle used for human 
transportation purposes. Renowned inventor Dean Kamen had a vision to improve the way 
humans could travel throughout their daily lives, having an efficient self-balancing vehicle to 
maneuver inconvenient distances was thought to have vast implications such as an 
improvement to productivity. Before release the product generated an astonishing amount of 
hype with names like Steve Jobs hailing it as “big a deal as the PC” [2]. Although this hype was 
short lived, Segway introduced the world to a concept that a self-balancing vehicle could be a 
practical means of human transportation.  
The Segway PT uses a computer controlled gyroscopic based control system. The controller 
uses information gained from the two accelerometer tilt sensors and five gyroscopic sensors in 
its Balance Sensor Assembly (BSA) to keep the vehicle stable [1]. The vehicle can be moved in 
either the forward or reverse direction by simply shifting the weight distribution toward the 
front or rear. This is usually done by leaning on, or pulling back on the handlebars.  To turn the 
Segway PT, the handle bars can be tilted to the left or right which would communicate to the 
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dual onboard computers that the user has instructed a turn maneuver. The Segway PT uses 
two high performance brushless DC motors to stabilize itself by essentially applying torque to 
the wheels to drive the system in the direction the body is falling. The Segway PT offers high 
operational safety due to its redundant control systems. Two separate control systems each 
control half the motor windings at all times to ensure that under the event of a complete 
failure of either control system the Segway PT can be controlled to safe stop and subsequently 
be switched off [1].  
4.1.2 IO Hawk  
 A little over a decade after the release of the Segway PT, a self-balancing scooter named the 
IO Hawk became popular amongst youth becoming a trend as the latest and greatest in 
portable personal transportation. Many other companies began manufacturing the same type 
of product and the self-balancing scooter became less formally known as the Hoverboard. The 
IO Hawk shares most of the same operating principles as the Segway PT which came before it. 
It requires gyroscopic sensors feedback information to the onboard computer which 
determines the orientation of the vehicle to ensure that the DC motors provide the precise 
amount of torque in the right direction to keep the Hoverboard stable. The difference between 
the IO Hawk and the Segway PT and perhaps the point of innovation comes from the removal 
of handlebars, which allows complete control of the vehicle with the operator’s feet while also 
enabling the system to be far more compact and easy to transport [7]. 
4.2 Forms of Feedback 
This section will detail a few of the common types of feedback sensor technologies that could 
be considered appropriate to meet the project objective. Particular focus will be placed on 
affordable and readily available options that can be implemented simply and will satisfy 
compatibility with the National Instruments myRIO embedded hardware device. 
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4.2.1 Quadrature Encoder 
Quadrature encoders are a type of rotary encoder that use two output channels to measure 
both position and direction of rotation. The output channels A and B are situated 90 degrees 
out of phase of one another. The order in which the rising edge of the output channels is read 
determines the direction of rotation. The frequency at which the output channels are read also 
indicates the angular frequency of the shaft [8]. There are various types of rotary technologies 
that can be employed to achieve similar tasks, such as optical encoders which use slits in a disc 
made from either metal or glass to shine light into a photodiode. Optical encoders are one of 
the most common technologies due to their simplistic design. However, optical encoders are 
sensitive to dust, without an enclosed system it is difficult to determine durability of the 
sensor. Other types include various magnetic encoders which work on the Hall Effect principle 
where a voltage is induced over a conductor originating from an electric current induced by a 
magnetic field perpendicular to the electrical current [9]. Encoders designed around the Hall 
Effect technology are not affected by dust or small non-conductive particles in the sensor. 
Simple magnetic rotary encoders can be cheaply manufactured by placing magnetic materials 
in rubber or plastic wheels, which provides a high level of overall durability in an inexpensive 
solution [10]. 
4.2.2 Accelerometer  
Although the rotary encoder provides a simple solution to acquiring valuable data concerning 
the position and direction of motor shafts, additional information relating to the orientation, 
velocity, acceleration or vibration may also be required. Where the rotary encoder is limited to 
measuring counts of the encoder shaft and only determining linear acceleration or velocity, 
the accelerometer can typically measure acceleration in the X, Y and Z planes. The 
accelerometer can also measure acceleration many times the order of magnitude, with the 
latest thermal solid state accelerometers capable of measuring in the range of zero to 200,000 
g [11]. Although this is an extreme solution used for smart GPS guided artillery shells [11], 
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commercially available accelerometers can reliably measure hundreds of g’s and are relatively 
inexpensive devices. The use of the accelerometer spans across scientific and industrial and 
consumer electronics applications like smartphone and tablet orientation or aircraft navigation 
systems and drone stabilization systems [12]. Accelerometers operate on measuring what is 
known as proper acceleration which is the acceleration relative to freefall, so an accelerometer 
at rest will read one g-force upwards due to the influence of that gravity has on objects on 
earth. An accelerometer can measure these forces in a couple of different ways depending on 
the technology behind its operation. Mechanical accelerometers like those used in seismic 
sensors for measuring the magnitude of earthquakes use large masses connected to springs, 
whereas smaller accelerometers can use capacitive, piezoelectric or thermal gas mechanisms 
to measure acceleration [12].  
4.2.3 Gyroscope Sensor 
Perhaps one of the more important sensor types for stabilizing mechatronic applications is the 
gyroscope sensor. Unlike the accelerometer which measures linear motion, gyro sensors 
measure angular motion. This type of measurement is particularly good in balancing 
applications such as the robot described for this project. Gyroscopic sensors come in a variety 
of types, the largest and most accurate gyros are ring laser gyroscopes used in high 
performance aircraft and spacecraft [13]. Ring laser gyros are considered to be extremely 
robust when compared to other types of gyros, this is why they have a significantly low rate of 
drift [13]. Other types of gyros include Fibre-optic gyros, fluid gyros and the more commonly 
used vibration gyros which are considerably cheaper [13]. Vibration gyros are much smaller in 
size than the other technologies mentioned, and because of this they are predominantly used 
in electronics and mechatronics. Vibration gyro sensors take advantage of the Coriolis Effect by 
measuring the resulting Coriolis force applied to the sensing arm of a vibrating element. The 
measured force on the sensing arm is a result of the gyro resisting rotational change on the 
drive arm which is intentionally vibrated. This follows the basic idea of gyroscope theory where 
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the momentum of a spinning mass will cause a resisting force to any external angular force 
[14]. The specific materials and structure of a vibration gyro will depend on the manufacture 
and the desired level of accuracy. 
4.2.4 Inertial Measurement Unit 
An inertial measurement unit (IMU) usually contains a triad of accelerometers and gyroscopes 
to measure linear and angular motion to determine absolute orientation. IMU’s can also 
contain one or three magnetometers to measure the surrounding magnetic fields. However, 
the main purpose of a magnetometer is to measure the earth’s magnetic field for reference so 
the onboard microcontroller may determine positioning and calibrate against orientation 
drifting. The three onboard accelerometers measure linear acceleration in all three planes 
while the three onboard gyroscopes measure angular rotation and represent the information 
in Euler angles. The classification of object moving in space can be represented in Euler angles 
with the convention being pitch, yaw and roll [15]. One gyroscope is responsible for measuring 
each axis. A benefit of using an IMU over using the low level accelerometer and gyro sensors 
directly comes down to the IMU’s onboard data processing capability. The onboard 
microprocessor acquires and filters the signals measured by the sensors and processes the 
information through complex algorithms to determine the useful linear and angular vectors or 
angles while filtering out sensor noise [16]. The calibration of sensors performed by the 
microprocessor and triad of magnetometers also provides a level of redundancy, avoiding 
undesirable orientation drifting caused predominately by the gyros sensors. 
4.3 DC Motors  
In order for the system to respond to feedback information provided by an IMU relating to the 
orientation of the robot, the controller needs to apply force and create a velocity in the 
direction of the falling mass. As mentioned in Section 3.1, in order for a balancing system to 
maintain stability the pivot axis needs to be manipulated to a position underneath the bodies 
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center of mass. The driving force behind this manipulation comes from torque applied to the 
wheels by a motor. There are a couple of different DC motor types that could be used to apply 
the required torque. Servo motors are typically used as rotational actuators. They contain an 
onboard sensor to determine position feedback meaning additional rotary encoders are not 
necessary. Servo motors have the advantage of high torque but have a limited rotational 
range, usually 180 degrees in hobby servo motors [17]. Due to the non-continuous rotational 
nature of a servo motor means that using one in a balance robot would imply the robot would 
be unable to move freely and continuously. Stepper motors are not restricted in this way as a 
stepper motor can rotate continuously and can also provide significant torque at lower speeds 
or revolutions per minute (RPM). Stepper motors are useful for performing small and precise 
rotations of the motor shaft making them suitable for a range of applications such as printing, 
postal sorting machines and positional control for CNC milling. The big limitation to using this 
type of motor comes from the motor driver. For bi-directional control of a stepper motor a 
dual H-bridge motor driver is needed [18]. For comparison two standard bi-directional DC 
motors could be operated using the same motor driver as just one stepper motor. Another 
common motor used in mechatronics applications is the brushed DC Gearmotor. Typical 
cylindrical DC motors used in mechatronics have a fast operating speed but do not provide 
much torque on their own, when attached to a gearbox the deliverable amount of torque 
available at the output shaft of the gearbox becomes significantly higher. The tradeoff for the 
increase level of torque comes at a sacrifice to the motor RPM. As DC Gearmotors of various 
power ratings torque and RPM are inexpensive and readily available in hobby shops [17] this 
limitation is insignificant to the overall project scope.  
4.3.1 DC Motor Torque-Speed Characteristics 
A significant limitation with DC motors comes from the deliverable amount of torque over the 
motor RPM range. At or just after rest the motor can deliver its maximum rated torque, as the 
speed of the motor steadily increases the available torque decreases linearly as shown in 
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Figure 2. This is the typical torque speed characteristic of a DC motor. The graph shown in 
Figure 2 is for a constant motor voltage, if the supply voltage of the DC motor is increased to a 
new level, the shape of the torque speed curve remains the same but the torque speed curve 
is shifted up to the new voltage level. This essentially means an increase in voltage causes a 
linear increase in torque for any given speed along with an increase in both maximum speed 
and stall torque as shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 2: Torque Speed Characteristics of a DC motor 




Figure 3: Effect of Voltage on Torque Speed Curve 
4.3.2 Pulse Width Modulation Motor Control 
Precise control over the speed of a motor can be achieved by adjusting the voltage supplied to 
the motor terminals. A common way of manipulating the voltage is done with pulse width 
modulation (PWM) through a motor driver board. Switching devices such as MOSFETs are 
instructed to switch on at a certain frequency which is known as the PWM switching frequency 
[19] and stay switched on for a set amount of time, or a percentage of the total switching 
period, this is known as the duty cycle. The duty cycle is represented as a percentage of the 
switching period that the MOSFET has remained on. The percentage of the time the MOSFET 
remains switched on is proportional to the average voltage output delivered to the motor 
terminals. For example, if the duty cycle is 50% and the supply voltage is 12 volts the average 
voltage delivered to the motor is 6 volts.  PWM is a relatively efficient means of stepping down 
the average supply voltage as power is not dissipated in resistor circuits to achieve the step 
down. The power lost in PWM is dissipated in the MOSFET and increases exponentially with 
MOSFET switching frequency [20]. However at low frequencies very little power is dissipated 
within the MOSFET. 
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4.4 National Instruments myRIO 
The National Instruments myRIO is an embedded microcontroller device created primarily for 
students in educational institutions to provide a platform to teach real engineering projects 
within the space of one semester. NI myRIO is based on National Instruments Remote I/O 
technology (RIO) that can be found in other NI products such as CompactRIO or Single-Board 
RIO which are used throughout industry. NI myRIO has a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 real-time 
processor along with a Xilinx FPGA [21] with a preloaded FPGA personality designed to 
immediately aid in mechatronics projects by offering a range of functionality as standard such 
as I2C, UART and SPI communications protocols along with encoder and PWM facilitation [21]. 
The NI myRIO comprises of 40 digital I/O, 10 analog in and 6 analog outputs divided over the 
three expansion ports along with various communication protocols mentioned earlier, PWM, 
encoder, 802.11b/g/n wireless and also contains an onboard accelerometer. The physical 
hardware capability embedded within the myRIO is extensive and will not be covered 
completely in this document. 
 
Figure 4 National Instruments myRIO Device [21] 
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4.4.1 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 
As mentioned in Section 3.4, the NI MyRIO is also equipped with a Xilinx integrated FPGA [22] 
and allows the user to program a multitude of customized I/O. FPGA is the abbreviation for 
Field Programmable Gate Array. In short an FPGA is an integrated circuit designed to be 
configured post sale after manufacturing. The FPGA contains a large array of programmable 
logic blocks or at a more basic level simple logic gates that usually coincide with various 
memory elements. When programming the FPGA, physical circuits are created using these 
logic blocks to represent the desired program. This type of design means that an FPGA is far 
more robust than a typical microprocessor program.  The number of logic gates has grown 
exponentially since the first commercially available FPGA chips in 1985 with around 8000 logic 
gates to modern FPGA chips housing millions of gates [23], allowing for far more complex 
programs within the FPGA. For the balancing robot proposed in this project, an FPGA was 
utilized for the vehicle stabilization. The justification for this decision comes down to the true, 
physical circuit architecture that an FPGA offers providing a more reliable and robust 
hardwired program. Incorporating a PID feedback loop within the FPGA would provide the 
most robust program, however manipulating the National Instruments FPGA personality which 
is a premade FPGA template may come with its own challenges that might not be worth the 
benefits. 
4.4.2 Communications Protocols 
The NI myRIO offers three common serial communications protocols SPI, UART and I2C. Each 
achieve similar functionality by providing a means for communication between the master 
device (myRIO) and any slave devices in the system. These could be feedback sensors, shift 
registers or other small peripherals.  
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4.4.2.1 SPI - Serial Peripheral Interface 
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) is a serial communications bus that was developed by 
Motorola in the 1980’s [24] and has become a standard in serial communications protocols 
due to full-duplex operating mode using the conventional master/slave architecture. SPI is a 
synchronous communications protocol with many advantages which help increase its 
popularity and more, establish it as one of the most commonly used communication protocols 
for short distance transfer of information. SPI is not limited to any maximum clock speed, and 
also not limited to standard 8-bit bytes, helping it achieve higher throughput than other 
protocols such as I2C [24]. A problem with SPI is the need for more pins on integrated circuit 
packages, even with the variant of SPI with three wires, other communication protocols such 
as I2C are just two pins to provide a solution with less clutter. 
4.4.2.2 I2C - Inter-Integrated Circuit 
Emphasis here has been placed on the I2C protocol because of its extensive use in this project. 
An example of the operation of this protocol is illustrated in this section to further aid the 
reader with I2C fundamentals. 
 I2C is an abbreviation for Inter-Integrated Circuit, hence the I2 part. This essentially translates 
to communications between multiple integrated circuits. The protocol has two signal wires 
which are serial data (SDA) and serial clock (SCL). It also supports synchronous communication 
and bi-directional data transfer with multi-master support [25]. Slaves have 7bit addresses 
within the I2C protocol with the last bit of the byte reserved for signifying the type of bus 
transaction (write/read).  The data transfer is in byte orientated, that is (8bits) at a time 
followed by an acknowledge from the receiver whichever that may be at the time depending 
on the read write operation (master or slave). The two bus speeds supported by the myRIO are 
standard mode (100kbps) and fast mode (400kbps) [21] [26]. The protocol itself supports 
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faster bus speeds up to ultra-fast mode 5Mbps (unidirectional), however these are not 
supported by the myRIO.  
All the devices on the bus signal each other by pulling down the SDA and SCL lines. This means 
that external pullup resistors are required to keep the line at the higher potential. Thankfully 
the myRIO has 2kΩ internal pullup resistors integrated on its specified I2C data 
communications lines [21] so no further pullup resistors are required for the bus. The master, 
in this case the myRIO, is responsible for initiating and terminating the bus transactions and is 
also responsible for generating all the clock pulses on the SCL line. There are three different 
modes available within the I2C protocol which correspond to write, read and write/read. The 
write/read mode is the only one of interest for this project as data from specific registers that 
correspond to various orientations will need to be read from the slave device. To do this the 
master will first send the slave address and the write bit followed by the data registers to be 
read from. This is then preceded by a repeated start condition and the address again. However 
this time the address byte will contain a read bit which will signify to the slave that the master 
is ready to receive data from the specified register. If the register contains two bytes of data 
for each data output type, then the most significant byte will be sent first followed by the least 
significant byte [26]. The data registers will auto increment in the memory from this point on 
until the master signals a stop condition, so multiple registers can be measured ‘essentially 
simultaneously’. 
4.4.3 LabVIEW 
LabVIEW is a graphical programming environment used to program the NI myRIO. The real-
time processor and FPGA are completely programmable in LabVIEW however they can also be 
programmed in C or C++ [21]. LabVIEW provides an easy to troubleshoot, visual style approach 
to programming which is used globally throughout industry and educational institutions. 
LabVIEW development environment was designed to hasten the productivity of scientists and 
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engineers by creating a syntax that is easy to visualize and develop code for complex 
engineering systems. Where LabVIEW excels over traditional text based languages more so 
than anywhere is its ability to slow and visualize the execution of code when troubleshooting 
to understand and follow the flow of information within the program and easily identify the 
cause of program errors. 
5 Hardware 
This section of the report will describe the justification for certain hardware selection decisions 
and will provide a brief description for specific components chosen in the design. This section 
will also detail the steps made in the design and construction phase of the project, and 
indicates modifications made to the design after hardware testing. 
5.1 Hardware: Methodology 
5.1.1 Adafruit BNO055 Absolute Orientation Sensor 
For the control of any self-balancing vehicle the orientation of its vertical axis must be 
measured. When the vertical segment of the robot is perpendicular to the ground the robot is 
in a balanced position. However, as this is a very unstable system small variations will cause 
the angular velocity to quickly increase resulting in the body quickly accelerating toward the 
ground around the pivot point due to gravity. In order for the robot to remain upright the 
motors must provide torque to the wheels driving the robot in the direction in which the 
center of mass is falling. For this to operate correctly a feedback signal of the robot’s position 
is required. This feedback will be measured through the Adafruit Absolute Orientation Sensor 
[16] which contains an onboard Bosch BNO055 intelligent 9-axis IMU.  
The Adafruit BNO055 was recommended by an academic as a solution to gyroscopic noise and 
drifting. The reason the Adafruit BNO055 sensor prevails over other IMU’s and low level 
sensors is because Bosch integrated a MEMS accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope 
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into a single die and paired it with an ARM Cortex-M0 high speed processor [26] to filter and 
arrange the data into a systematic and convenient order. The orientation data can be 
extracted from data registers in Euler angles, quaternions and vectors. This will reduce the 
overall complexity and thus amount of time needed to measure the vital input control signals 
required for the robot stabilization. Because of previously stated reasons this option is more 
attractive than the gyroscope module suggested by National Instruments in their project 
essentials guide for the myRIO [27]. 
5.1.1.1 Data Output 
The Bosch BNO055 intelligent 9-axis sensor can output more than just orientation data. The 
sensor can output the following data [16]: 
 Euler Vector data at 100Hz for 3-axis orientation data which is based on a 360-degree 
sphere. 
 Quaternion four-point data at 100Hz for absolute orientation. 
 Acceleration Vector at 100Hz, three axis of acceleration (linear motion plus gravity). 
 Angular Velocity Vector at 100Hz 
 Linear Acceleration Vector at 100Hz 
 Gravity Vector at 100Hz 
 Magnetic Field Strength Vector at 20Hz 
 Temperature at 1Hz 






 , 𝜇𝑇 and ℃ respectively [16]. These units can be changed by writing to the unit 
selection register [26]. 
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5.1.1.2 I2C Protocol 
The Bosch Intelligent 9-axis sensor is a serial device which can utilize either the I2C or UART 
protocol to communicate with the NI myRIO [21] [26]. For this project a decision was made to 
communicate using the I2C protocol as the project did not require any of the parallel 
communication conversion offered by the UART protocol. The myRIO would act as the master 
in the system and the Adafruit BNO055 sensor would function as a slave. 
5.1.2 12 Volt Metal DC Gearmotor 
Motor selection was one of the more difficult hardware decisions in the design as many of the 
other hardware components had to be designed around the motor choice and some system 
design conventions had to be assigned. For instance, the system voltage had to be determined 
before motors could be purchased. 
5.1.2.1 System Voltage 
The system voltage refers to the voltage supplied by the battery to not only pulse the motor 
and motor driver circuit, but also the power input for the NI myRIO. Motor driver boards are 
less important in this design decision as it is expected that the voltage range acceptable by the 
myRIO power input would also lie within the supply voltage range of most motor drivers [28]. 
The NI myRIO power input specifies an input voltage between the range of 6-16 V so a system 
voltage of 12 V was chosen as DC gearmotors and batteries were readily available around this 
voltage level [29] [30]. The block diagram shown in Figure 5 shows the planned power flow for 
the balancing robot system. As can be seen the battery supplies the motor driver circuit, the 
motor drivers and thus motors, and this all will be supplied directly with the terminal voltage 
of the battery. The myRIO will also be supplied with the battery terminal voltage, however an 
onboard linear voltage regulator [21] will provide the IMU and encoders with the required 5 V 
power input requirements [16]. 




Figure 5: Power Flow Block Diagram 
Once the system voltage had been determined a 12 V motor could be selected. However, the 
next step was to compare the available DC gearmotors based on specified motor RPM and 
torque. The motors were chosen with more consideration to stall torque than RPM. Motors 
would be chosen with higher torque then necessary for this application as it was difficult to 
determine exactly how much torque might have been needed at any one time. Over-designing 
the system in this way provided a sort of safeguard ensuring the balancing robot had enough 
torque available when required. A drive motor sizing tool [31] was useful to gain estimates on 
required torque and RPM that would be necessary for this type of application. Using some 
estimates of 1.5Kg robot mass, 0.05m radius of drive wheels and 12 V supply, the resulting 
estimated torque was 0.2 N.m with a motor speed of 100 RPM. Due to the many uncertain 
variables in this estimation the minimum stall torque was tripled, resulting in a minimum stall 
torque value around 0.6 N.m for the selection of the motor. The motor speed was left at 100 
RPM, which corresponds to 1.667 revolutions per second. With a simple calculation shown in 
(1), assuming a wheel circumference of 0.314 meter the maximum velocity is determined to be 
0.523 m/s which is deemed to be acceptable for a balancing robot. The maximum velocity 
could easily be increased by replacing the wheels with larger diameter wheels if the system 
response needed improvement. 
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The final choice for the motors was the 12V Medium Power 75:1 Metal Gear Motor from 
Pololu [30]. The gear motors have the following general specifications: 
 Stall Current @ 12 V  2100 mA 
 Stall torque @ 12 V  0.883 N.m 
 Free-run Speed @ 12 V  100 rpm 
 Free-run Current @ 12 V 200 mA 
 
Figure 6: Torque Speed Curve of Pololu Motor 
5.1.3 Quadrature Encoder 
The motors also come with 48 CPR quadrature encoders on the motors which will provide a 
total of 3591.94 counts per revolution of the gearbox’s output shaft due to the 75:1 ratio [30]. 
The encoder uses a Hall effect sensor to detect the motor shaft rotation using magnetic disk 
which is directly connected to the motor shaft. Being a quadrature encoder, two output 
channels determine the direction and speed of the motor shaft as explained in Section 3.2.1. 
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5.1.4 11.1 Volt Lithium-ion Polymer Battery 
The type of battery chosen to supply power to the balancing robot power systems is a Lithium-
ion Polymer Battery (Li-Po). An advantage of choosing this type of battery is a high energy 
density. When compared to other battery non-lithium based technologies the Li-Po battery has 
a much higher watt-hour per kilogram rating. This essentially translates to more power for less 
weight, reducing the charging frequency and also the average charge time per cycle. There are 
many more advantages when it comes to choosing lithium-ion batteries, some of which 
include, increased cycle life; high discharge rates and no maintenance requirements [32]. 
However, the downside to picking this type of battery is that they are typically more expensive 
and are only available in terminal voltage multiples of 3.7 V as each cell is this voltage. 
The final choice of the battery is the Vant Battery LiPo 2250mAh 11.1 V [29]. This battery has 
ample capacity at 2250mAh and a high discharge rate of 30C, which means that the maximum 
discharge rate is 30 times the mAh capacity for a duration 30 times less than an hour. This 
choice means that the original plan to have 12 Volt power system for the robot has also 
changed to a range of 11.1 nominal Voltage to 12.6 full capacity Voltage due to the battery cell 
topology. The varying supply voltage from the battery will cause the torque delivered to the 
wheels to also vary. The battery may need to be kept at a constant voltage or a supply voltage 
feedback may be necessary to scale the torque appropriately. 
 
5.1.5 L298N Dual Full-Bridge Driver  
Once the motors were chosen the required motor drivers could be determined based on the 
motor stall current. During operation the assumption is made that the motors could possibly 
draw their stall current whether it be instantaneous or for a very short period of time. To cater 
for this, the motor driver was chosen so the stall current may never exceed the absolute 
maximum ratings of the L298N motor driver [33]. 
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Since the battery chosen in Section 4.1.4 is 11.1 V LiPo with a maximum charge voltage of 12.6 
V, and the 2100mA stall current is rated at 12 V a new stall current can be calculated (2) that 
takes into consideration the more realistic maximum stall current the motors will encounter. 
                                                          
12.6 𝑉
12 𝑉
× 2100 𝑚𝐴 = 2205 𝑚𝐴                                                    (2) 
Based on the new calculated stall current, the L298N Dual Full-Bridge Driver [33] was chosen 
as it can provide continuous 2 A DC per channel with a total of two channels and a peak 
current rating of 3 A [33]. The duinotech Dual/Stepper Motor Controller Module [28] houses 
the L298N motor driver and contains a 5V regulator that can also be used to power other 
devices in the project if necessary. The module also features back-EMF and over-temperature 
protection [28].  
Due to the LiPo batteries 30 C rating it can deliver a rated current of 67.5 A. The current that 
would result from a battery short circuit would be even higher than this, so a 5 A fuse and a 
switch is placed in series with the battery to ensure the high short circuiting currents do not 
cause risk of fire or injury and to also protect the motor driver from overcurrent. 
5.1.6 3D model 
The last pieces of hardware such as mounting brackets for the gear motors were purchased 
along with solid rubber robotics wheels and aluminum mounting hubs to connect the wheels 
to the 4mm diameter output driveshaft of the gear motors. These components were 
recommended by the same source as the Gearmotors [30]. Once all the components were 
finalized and before the frame was designed, a 3D sketch of the system in AutoDesk Fusion 
360 [34] was created to observe what the assembly of the system would look like with some of 
the components and observe some of the tolerances between components to ensure there 
would be enough space for wiring. The 3D model also helped design the frame that would 
house all the components, which was ultimately formed from a single piece of folded steel 
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sheeting with small folds on the edges for added rigidity. Another benefit of creating the 3D 
model was the ability to assess the weight distribution of the components. It was desired that 
the vertical section of the frame be close as possible to perpendicular with the ground, spacers 
were placed between the myRIO and the frame as an attempt to balance out the system by 
bringing the center of mass above the pivot point to maintain this perpendicular arrangement. 
Figure 7 illustrates the 3D models of components created for this section with the complete 
assembly shown in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 7: Pololu 25D mm Gearmotor Bracket and 75:1 Metal Gearmotor with 48 CPR Encoder -3D Sketch [22] [16] 




Figure 8: 3D model of complete assembly 
5.2 Hardware: Results & Analysis 
The frame was constructed and assembled by the technical engineering officer John Boulton 
according to the given design. The completed assembly can be seen in Figure 9, whereby 
wiring terminals were added for convenience and the signal and power wires are fed 
underneath the components in the gaps between the frame to limit the amount of wiring 
clutter. The weight distribution of components on the frame was very close to being 
symmetrical over the axis perpendicular with the ground so it was deemed no further 
adjustments of the NI myRIO positioning was necessary. The communications block diagram 
shown in Figure 10 details the completed arrangement of sensors and actuators and also 
illustrates the direction of information flow between peripherals and the controller. 




Figure 9: Completed Physical Assembly 
 
  




Figure 10: Communication Block Diagram 
5.2.1  Hardware Testing 
Before designing code for the balancing robot it was essential to test the operation of the 
hardware components crucial for the stability of the robot. This is carried out to ensure the 
hardware is not faulty and also to familiarize with the expected signals and overcome any 
communications issues. Figure 11 shows the generated PWM signals by the NI myRIO through 
the FPGA data registers, while details on the process for generating the PWM signals is 
covered in Section 5.1. Figure 12 shows the measured output channels for the quadrature 
encoders connected to each of the motors. Both PWM generation and measure of encoder 
channel signals were as expected. 




Figure 11: PWM Generation 
 
Figure 12: Encoder Output Signals 
5.2.1.1  MOSFET Switching Noise 
One of the requirements for this project is to have the NI myRIO powered by a battery source 
to eliminate tethered wires that could interfere with the control of the balancing. This is done 
as described in Section 4.1.4 with the use of a LiPo battery. However, the battery is also 
supplying the motor driver board in parallel with the myRIO. The motor driver board contains 
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MOSFETs that are being switched at high frequencies due to the PWM generation signals. As 
there is very little shielding on the robot the myRIO power input is susceptible to MOSFET 
switching noise. Figure 13 shows the magnitude of noise over the battery terminal during a 
50% duty cycle PWM generation. The magnitude of the voltage ripple is 4.6 V. Depending on 
the level of filtering and the quality of the myRIO’s onboard linear regulator this could prove to 
be problematic. Unfortunately, National Instruments do not release any detailed schematics or 
information surrounding the power input filtering circuits so it was impossible to determine 
whether this would cause issues without physically operating the device and observing the 
results. The myRIO did not perform abnormally supplied with the noisy input voltage, there 
was no noticeable change in the behavior of the controller. The myRIO did not experience any 
crashing or failures in data acquisition that were noticable. 
 
Figure 13: MOSFET Switching Noise on Battery Voltage 
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5.3 Hardware: Modifications 
The initial orientation of the Adafruit BNO055 sensor on the frame of the balancing robot did 
not allow for measurements to be taken in the range the robot would be operating. With the 
sensor in its original orientation the angle read from the Euler angle ‘roll’ register would 
measure 90 degrees when the system was almost exactly vertical but any angle further than 
this point would not increase the value read in the register. This was the result of reaching the 
maximum point in the Euler roll measurable range as described in the device datasheet [26]. 
This issue could be easily rectified by repositioning the sensor in a different orientation with 
the required plane facing upward so the device can measure the corresponding 180 degree 








This section of the report will describe steps taken to develop and test software for the robot’s 
stabilization including the implementation of control loops and tuning techniques. This section 
will also detail the configuration of FPGA registers, data manipulation of feedback signals and 
the use of a local wireless network for testing, debugging and tuning. 
6.1 Methodology 
6.1.1 Host VI Operations 
The programming in this project was done in LabVIEW using the myRIO FPGA project as a 
template for the host program or VI on the real-time processor. The FPGA shipping personality 
4.0 was used as recommended by National Instruments as the FPGA personality [35]. Using the 
FPGA project over a standard myRIO projects enables the host VI on to have direct access to 
the FPGA registers on the FPGA module. All the communication excepting the I2C protocol 
communication was done by directly reading and writing to the FPGA registers from the host 
VI. 
The I2C communications were handled using the I2C Express VI. The express VI still 
fundamentally communicates through the FPGA registers in the same manner as the other 
communication carried out in the host VI program but using the express VI simplifies the 
necessary code to communicate with the Adafruit BNO055 IMU. 
The Host VI also handles all the data manipulation required from the feedback sensors before 
being processed in the control loops and also handles the controller output data manipulation, 
transferring control output signals to generated PWM quantities. The Euler roll angle data read 
from the IMU is first read as two unsigned bytes in little-endian form (least significant byte 
first). In order to convert this information into useful information corresponding to the angle 
of orientation the host VI swaps the endian form, then joins the bytes to make a word then 
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applies the scaling factor stated in the BNO055 datasheet [26] of 1 degree = 16 least significant 
bits. The resolution of the angle in degrees is 0.0625°. 
6.1.2 PWM Configuration 
The PWM frequency was chosen based on the maximum human audible range 20kHz [36], so 
the switching of the MOSFETS would not be audible by the human ear. To achieve this 
switching frequency the following formula in (3) was taken from the FPGA shipping personality 
4.0 [35]. 
                                                     𝑓𝑃𝑊𝑀  =  
𝑓𝑐𝑙𝑘
𝑁(𝑋 + 1)
                                                                               (3) 
Where fPWM is the chosen PWM frequency, fclk is the base 40MHz clock, N is the clock divider 
and X is the number of counts before the signal is changed. X is the value also written into the 
PWM.X.MAX FPGA register that sets the PWM frequency.  
When a clock divider of 1 is used the count value X is solved for and written into the FPGA 
PWM.X.MAX count register. For a 20kHz PWM signal a count max value of 1999 is written. The 
value in the PWM.X.CMP register is the count compare value that corresponds to the duty 
cycle of the PWM waveform [35]. It is now expressed as a value between 0 and 1999. 
6.1.3 Wireless Communications 
An important requirement of this project was to set up a local wireless network so that the 
balancing robot could be operated wirelessly. This was mainly to ensure the control methods 
behind the robot stabilization was not hindered by the presence of any wires. Ensuring the 
system is wireless also meant that tuning the controllers would be much easier as the controls, 
indicators and valuable feedback information could be relayed through shared variables on the 
myRIO through a tablet with the LabVIEW dashboard app [21]. All wireless communications to 
and from the myRIO take place through the wireless router connected to the desktop and the 
onboard WiFi chip embedded within the myRIO. 




Figure 14: Network Block Diagram 
 
Figure 15: LabVIEW Dashboard of Self-Balancing Robot Parameters 
6.1.4 PID Feedback Control 
The stabilization of the robot is achieved by implementing a PID feedback control loop around 
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manipulate the motor speed and direction through the duty cycle of PWM generation handled 
in the host VI. Although this is a non-linear system, linear feedback control can still be used to 
stabilize the robot. 
The PID feedback controller was then tuned using the Ziegler Nichols approach [37]. The gain 
was increased until the system was able to respond and began to oscillate, then the integral 
and derivative terms were chosen based on the Ziegler Nichols tuning rules [37]. The integral 
and derivative terms where fine-tuned a little further past this point, however the relationship 
of 4:1 (integral: derivative) was kept the same. The PID.VI block was used for the PID feedback 
control on the LabVIEW host VI as shown in Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16: PID Feedback Control VI 
6.2 Results & Analysis 
With a single PID control loop around the tilting angle and the motor drive, and after some 
tuning of the PID parameters stability was finally achieved. This can be seen in Figure 17 which 
shows a histogram of the angles read from the IMU as the control loop operates to keep the 
robot stable. The histogram confirms that the IMU is not mounted perfectly level, with the 
average tilt angle around 0.5 degrees. However, this is to be expected due to the imperfect 
mounting of the IMU on the frame. The Histogram also confirms that the during this test, 
100% of the values remained within 2 degrees (inclusive) of each other. The histogram is not 
normally distributed. Two spikes of high frequency data occurrences happen on either side of 
the mean. This is a result of the balancing robot taking time to change direction as the 
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controller works to resist increasing changes in the error between the set point and process 
variable. 
As the battery voltage decreases during operation the torque and speed of the motors suffer 
the same consequence. This means that initially when the battery is at full charge the 
controllers act more aggressively. This can be overcome by implementing battery voltage 
feedback over the battery terminal voltage and scaling the controller outputs proportionally.  
 
 
Figure 17: Tilt Angle Histogram 
6.3 Modifications 
6.3.1 Cascade PID Control 
When a large enough disturbance was given to the system the feedback controller began to 
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whereby the feedback controller could not keep the process variable constant for very long. 
Sometimes this would lead to complete instability as the drifting increased and the error 
became too large for the system to respond and the controller output became saturated.  
This problem was overcome by introducing a cascade PID feedback loop around the encoder 
count value and the angle set point of the motor driving controller. The gain of this PID 
feedback loop was set 100 times smaller than the main PID feedback loop. This was done to 
ensure that the second cascade PID loop reacts much slower than the loop directly responsible 
for stabilization.  Besides fixing the drifting issue, a major benefit of this new cascade PID loop 
is absolute position control. The balancing robot would now return to its initial position in 
which it began before the introduction of the disturbance. Hence in Figure 18 as the system 
returns to its initial position after a large disturbance. 
6.3.2 Maneuvering 
With the set point of the cascade PID loop the count value of the encoder, maneuvering the 
robot forward and back became an easy task. One revolution of encoder counts (~3600 
counts) added to or subtracted from the set point would cause the robot to either move 
forward or backward successfully. Rotating the robot was done by releasing control and driving 
the motors in reverse directions for a set number of program loop iterations before returning 
control to stabilize any errors developed in the rotation. For larger rotations this process can 
just be repeated. 



































Disturbance Response (Encoder Count Value over Time)




The objective of this project was to develop a self-balancing robot utilizing the National 
Instruments myRIO embedded device, it proved to be a challenging research and development 
project that ultimately prevailed and met the primary objective.  The outcome of producing a 
battery powered self-balancing robot that can be controlled and tuned wirelessly, and can 
recover from fairly large disturbances introduced to the system. The robot has demonstrated 
the ability to return back to its absolute position when recovering from disturbances due to 
the cascade PID feedback controller’s encoder set point. The stability of the system can be 
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8 Future Works 
8.1 Hardware Additions  
A Microsoft LifeCam HD-3000 Webcam was purchased for this project as an additional piece of 
hardware that could provide the robot with surveillance capabilities. The robot was 
constructed with a second, currently unused motor driver board mounted to the frame. 
Combining the Webcam with a stepper motor could provide this project with some interesting 
possibilities such as image stabilization with a control loop around the tilt angle and stepper 
motor to ensure stable streaming of video imaging. 
Another important addition to this project would be the addition of battery voltage feedback. 
This would ensure that the behavior of the controllers is not effected by the battery terminal 
voltage. To add this functionality a resistor divider circuit could be used to step the battery 
voltage down to the analog input range (+/- 10 V). 
8.2 Hardware Modifications 
The system was over designed around the required motor torque, so increasing the diameter 
of the wheels used to drive the robot would increase the system’s ability to respond to larger 
disturbances and also increase its maximum speed.  
8.3 Modelling and Model Based Control 
An area that was not focused on in this project was modelling of the system. Modelling a 
system like this and implementing a model based control strategy would require a substantial 
amount of extra time. Although that was the original goal, it was soon realized that one 
semester was not enough time to design, construct and model the system. 
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10 Appendices  
10.1 L298 Motor Driver Datasheet 
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10.2 First Concept/Proposal 
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10.3  LabVIEW FPGA Project 
 
10.3.1 Additional Information 
All LabVIEW Code, datasheets, related documents and information regarding this project will 
be placed on a USB and left plugged directly into the USB port on the myRIO. The LabVIEW 
block diagram is too big to be placed within the appendices, for access to this code, refer to 
the project USB.  
